Molecular diagnostics of mitochondrial disorders.
The mitochondrial respiratory chain (RC) results from the expression of both mitochondrial and nuclear genes. The number of disease-causing mutations in nuclear genes is steadily growing and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) deletions and mutations account for no more than 15-20% of pediatric patients. Unfortunately, the disease-causing mutations have been identified for only a small number of patients. Thus, elucidating the genetic bases of RC is both essential for genetic diagnosis of patients and for fundamental knowledge of these disorders. The molecular diagnostics of mitochondrial disorders come under both genetic diagnosis and research. Indeed, identification of a new gene in a specific patient allows to perform genetic diagnosis in other families and identification of mutations in already known disease-causing genes allows to constitute a cohort of patients for further functional studies. Thus, elucidating the genetic bases of RC deficiency is an essential task that needs the use of several appropriate strategies. Fine phenotypage of patients and candidate gene screening is the first step for the constitution of a well-characterized cohort of patients. Genetic mapping has to be used in large families. This approach is greatly enhanced in the case of consanguineous families. The consanguinity of the parents should also lead to test genetic markers surrounding the gene loci rather than to directly sequence several candidate genes. However, the main problem is encountered in the cases of sporadic cases for which no genetic approaches can be developed. In these cases, functional complementation by human chromosomes or cDNA is the only presently available strategy.